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New boots make Hugo 
Hog hopping mad!

They are funky, eco-friendly and they come in all sizes and 
colours… the Spring Sunshine Water Boots are the latest 
craze to hit Sky City – and Hugo Hog is not happy.

“No one wants to drive my Hog Cars anymore,” stated 
Hugo Hog, who saw the last of his factories close this week. 
“Everyone wants these new boots. They even come with a 
free toy. It’s really not fair!”  

The Spring Sunshine Water Boots were designed by Adam 
Langley from St Mary’s Church of England School, Swanley. 
His design was posted to the Sky City Chronicle offices in 
answer to our competition to find a better, more eco-friendly 
form of transport for Sky City. 

Eve Green, Head of the Environment, commented: “I was 
jumping for joy when I saw the design. Each boot is fitted 
with springs to ensure that everyone gets a good workout as 

Breaking news: 
inside the Sludge River factory 
A member of environmental group Eco-justice has 
managed to get inside the Sludge River factory. They 
were able to take the following photograph before 
they were discovered and had to flee the scene. Does 
this photograph give a clue as to what the factory is 
producing? 

Eve Green, Head of the Environment, is worried 
about the local river and wildlife: “The factory is always 
pumping green waste into the water and smoke into the 
sky. It is not healthy for our island. Whatever the factory 
is making, it must be stopped immediately.”

Baron Von Toxic, the owner of the factory, was 
unavailable for comment.

they bounce around the city. The environment also benefits, 
as the boots come with their own sprinkler system to keep 
the flowers healthy and happy. Blooming marvellous!”

Thanks to the popularity of the new boots, less and less 
Hog Cars are clogging the streets of the city, and the smog is 
starting to clear. Perhaps one day we will see that sun again!
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